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Some Problems with
Spontaneous Order


TIMOTHY SANDEFUR


F
. A. Hayek's famous obser\ations abotit the nature of social order are a
cornerstone of much conservative and libertarian thought. Hayek's argu-
ments are frequently cited not only as a useflil description of how social


orders evolve, but also to support normati\e positions aboLit the relationship
between the state and society, specifkally the argument that the social order otight
to change as the result of decentralized, or "bottom-up," actions on the part
of individuals—that is, "spontaneous order"—as opposed to the centralized,
"top down" planning implemented by bureaucracies, socialist central planners, or
the post-New Deal administrative state, which yields "constructed order" or
"constructi\ist rationalism."


The problem is that the ciistinction between spontaneous and constructed
orders, thfiugh useful descriptively, cannot bear much normatixe weight because the
difference between spontaneous and constructed orders collapses on close examina-
tion. Although Hayek's observation that social orders emerge from an aggregate of
individual choices is indisputable, it is not possible to distinguish in principle, either
descriptively or normatively, between spontaneous and constructed orders. Instead,
the difference depends entirely on the observer's frame of reference. This difficulty
explains why Hayek fails to provide a convincing account of the process of conscious
social change or the elimination of unjust institutions. The distinction between
spontaneous order anci plarined order may be useful in an explanatory model at a
certain level of generality, but it cannot serve as a normative guide in a particular
policy dispute (Ogus 1989, 393; Wax 2005).


Timothy Sandefur is a senior staff attorney v\ith the Pairiík I.ep.il Foiindatinn in Sacrai men to, Califiiriiia,
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The Distinction Between Spontaneous Order and
Constructivist Rationalism


Hayek's most enduring contribution to political economy is probably his explanation


of how .social orders emerge thr<.)ugh a decentralized process of choices by an indefi-


nitely large number of actors: such orders are the product "of human action, but noi


of human de.sign" (Hayek 1967); they evolve much as animals do, Genes evolve by a


nonrandoni selection process applied to random mutations, and the selection pres-


sure is provided by the environment; human social institutions evolve through non-


random selection amtjng different coiu'ses of action, with selection pressure being


provided by competition between individuals and groups, and the proposed actions


in question being undertaken by individuals. Social institutions such as language are


therefore not in\ented "by" anyone, hut emerge out of each person's choices and


ptirsuits. They are grown rather than made. Becau.se social institutions serve people's


subjectively perceived needs, the result is that the\' e\()l\e so that those that obstruct


human needs are discarded and those that serve these needs are retained {CL, 63).^


We should appreciate the audacity of this seemingly simple observation. At the


time Hayek was ftirmulating this theory, virtually every respectable intellectual had


concluded that free markets ought to be eliminated in favor of an economy organized


by allegedly rational central planners, experts who could direct resources to their


most efficient uses. Opposing the ambitions of New Dealers, socialists, and other


central planners was a small coterie of dissenters with very Httlc intellectual ammuni-


tion. Liberals had largely concluded that limiting government was not sufticicnt for


providing the grounds of human flourishing and that planned economies could di)


better (Dewey 1935). Against their accusation that free markets waste resources by


rewarding the trivial and ignoring the impoverished, eonservatives of the period had


not yet formulated an effective response, and as a consequence many liberals came to


believe that the onl\- decision left was between romantic nationalist traditionalism


(represented in its most extreme form by the Nazis) and modernist centralized


planning (whose most extreme form was communism) that would eliminate individ-


ual choice and achieve an allegedly objecti^e historical '•'progress."


Hayek, howe\er, appealed to the traditionally liberal concerns for Índi\idual


choice and flourishing, but used them to advocate limited gtnernment and individual


freedom. He formulated An explanation of economic choice that responded to the


argument that markets were inherently wasteñjl and irrational, showing that, on the


contrary, social and economic institutions can originate, change, and disappear with-


out the intervention of an omniscient planner. He was therefore among the pioneers


1. For ease ot rctcrcticc, I have used the fiiHowing abbreviatiom for four fit Hayek's works most frcquctitly
cited HI the article; ('Í. = T}-iir Const itiitioti of Liberty 1196()|; Riri) = Lan: Lcjiislaiiou, and Liberty, vol. 1:
Rules and Order {\'-)7?<)\ MS] = ¡Jiw. Ußislatiini, ami Liherty, vol. 2: Tlje Minijje iif Social Justice {\97S);
PO = La»', Lcßislarion, and Liberty, \(»1. 3: 'Hn- Political Order of a Free Peuple {1979),
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in modernizing classical liberalism, and his contribution was a major accomplishment


(Dohert\'2007, 98-111).


On top of his observations about the nature of social order, Hayek built a


normative argument: not only did social institutions evolve without planning, but


they often evolved so that their utilit>' could not be assessed in isolation from a


particular transaction in a particular case. Cx'rtain traditional practices might have


nonobvious utility, which a planner would overlook and might damage beyond repair


when, regarding it as irrational, he took steps to eliminate it. The unanticipated


consequences might then be much worse than the supposed irrationality of the now


destroyed institution. Because a central planner cannot possibly have the knowledge


necessary to evaluate an evolved social institution fully or to anticipate the conse-


cjuences of altering it, decentralized spontaneous order is pi'eferable to centralized


bureaucratic planning.


In the three-volume work Lan\ Legislation, and Liberty (1973-79), Hayek


elaborates on the difference between planned and grown orders. He attributes the


central planners' ambitions, which he calls "rationalist constructivism," to classical


liberalism's rationalist tradition, tracing it ultimately to John Locke, and he links the


idea of ''spontaneous order" to Edmund Burke's political philosophy. ILitionalism


.sought to redesign social institutions (or whole societies) on the basis of exogenous


principles of justice, principles rooted in concepts of natural law and similar ideas; it


was basically radical, willing to substitute the judgment of allegedly t)bjective thinkers


for the evolved network of social institutions, a network too sophisticated to be


understood in the abstract, and willing to achieve a rational optimum though the


hea\cns fall iu the process. The results were generally disrupti\e, frequently \iolent,


and usually a failure. The archetype ofthat failure was the French Revolution, when


proponents of the new Cuiddess of Reason slaughtered people and obliterated tradi-


tional social institutions, including even the old Roman-derived names of the months


of the \'ear. Hayek echoes Burke's challenge to the French Revolution: reasoned


inquiry cannot understand the true nature of ancient social structures and therefore


cannot appreciate the e\̂ ils of changing them.


Problems witli the Spontaneous Order/Rationalist
Constructivism Dichotomy


Useful as Hayek's obser\'ations are tor understanding how social orders c\i>I\c, two


significant and interrelated problems obstruct its use as the basis of a normati\e


argument in tavor of gradual, decentralized social change and against radical,


planned, or conscious s(KÍal change. First, we have no principled way to categorize


the choice that a person might make as either an element of "rational constructivism"


or an element of "spontaneous order." This categorization rests entirely on the


observer's subjecti\e frame (if reference. The distinction is therefore trivial and
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useless when we decide on a course of political or social action. Second., any attempt


to change the social order or to reform an institution on the basis of conceptions


of iustice^—the need for which Hayek himself recognizcs^requires an appeal to


cxi)genous principles., or conceptions of political right and wrong that are produced


by conscious rational reflection and not simply by adherence to spontaneously


generated mores.


When Would Hayek Pour The Cement?


We can appreciate the weakness of the distinction between rational constructivism


and spontaneous order through a simple thought experiment.^ Suppose a new col-


lege is being planned, and the architects must decide where to pul the .sidewalks for


students to use when they cross the ciuad from one class to another, (^n the one


hand., the architect might simply lay out the sidewalks and pour the concrete in the


places he takes to be the best walking paths. He might e\'cn design the walkw âys to


deviate slightly from the most efficient routes between the buildings in an attempt to


manipulate students into keeping ofTthe grass. In such a case., the architect would be


a rational constructivist., dictating the terms on which students conduct their lives.


On the other hand, an architect reared on Hayekian principles would wait a year


before pouring the concrete., to observe htiw^ the students actualh' do cross the quad.


They would trample down the grass—producing a spontaneous order—.md he could


then pour the concrete where they actually walk. The Hayekian architect would


better suit the needs of actual individuals.


The problem i.s that life is dynauiic: classrooms are reassigned, and students


change their walking patterns. We may make an equally valid argument for the


architect's waiting another year before pouring the concrete. If he pours after one


year, he is likely to find that the students have now changed their habits, rendering


his plans obsolete. Yet at some point he rmist pour the concrete. Whether he w aits a


second year or not., he will be acctiscd of engaging in constructivist rationalism the


instant he begins to make the sidev\alk., and plausibly so because by pouring ihe


ct)ncrete, he will put a stop to [or radically alter) the dynamic ev'olutionary process


in which students cho{.)se their own paths. lust as the observer cannot avoid interact-


ing with the observed, so the concrete can never be poured without interfering in


some fashion with the spontaneous order. It is not possible to label the architect


either a cdustructivist or a participant in the decentralized spontaneous order. No


matter how long he observes the students' walking patterns., the instant he does


pour, he can be accused of constructivism.


CÀ)nsider another example: health care for workers. A political leader who decides


to replace a free market for health care with a single., government run health care


2. I owe this excimplc lo Hillsdalc Cullcgc professor Ciiiry Wolfram, whose excelle m e .is a Icjuhcr I Ji
pleased to recognize.
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net\\ork lor all citi/ens wotild seetii to be the most extreme example of a rational


constt ticti\ ist. But imagine a large corporation working in a tree market, whose ambitiotis


new CEO decides that the firm should provide a single, universal, health care plan fbr


employees. Is he a rational eonstructivist or merely a participant in the spontaneous order?


Seen from within the Mrm, he is clearly the former: he has consciotisly devised a


new plan for organizing the pro\ision of employees' health care, ratiotially deciding


how it will be provided to serve the needs he considers most important. But step


back and observe the corporation as only one entity amid the bustling tntiltitude in


the free marketplace, and the C'EO appears as sitnply an actor within the spontaneous


order, proposing one experiment in one firm, an experiment that can be changed if


the employees or directors regard it as a failure or it the corporation goes otit of


btisiness. The director, like any kind of constructivist, is bound to incorporate into


his plans iomc elements ofthe existing structures he seeks to reform; in this case, the


existing health care resources or his knov\'ledge ofthe illnesses his employees are most


prone to eontract. By incorporating these elements into his plan, he might claim to


be merely takisig one step within the sp<.)ntaneous social e\()liition, no tiiatter how-


radical his plan tnight be. The same is true if we imagine a government official


making such decisions—.say, a state governor who implements a government-ruti


health care system. Seen from v\'ithin the boundaries of one state, he is clearly a


constructivist. Seen as the governor of one of fifty states in the nation, he appears as


a single experimetiter in the process of spontaneous order, particularly if he incorpt)-


rates elements ofthe existing freer tnarket for health care into the plan.


'I'his paradox eatne to the torefront recently wiieti Judge llichard Posner w r̂ote


that Hayek's emphasis on spontaneous order was "in considerable tension with his


great admiration for the Constitution ofthe United States," given that the t'onstitu-


tion is a written pian of government formulated by a cotnmittee of experts and tints


apparently a constructed order (2005, 151). Donald Boudreaux demurred on the


grt)unds that the Constitution's framers "did not seek to create all or even most law


de novo" or "to replace wholesale one set of kuvs witb another," bttt instead


incorporated "[t]he evolved common law r(ïoted in English experience .\nf.\ modified


by the tnore reeetit experience in the colonies" (2006, 162-63). But ÍI;ÍV cotnmittee


of experts preparing a plan of legal or social reform, no tnatter how radical, will


incorporate into the plan some element—usually a very large element—of the existing


legal and social background. Hayek bitnself recogtiizes that "[elven when as a result


of revokition or conquest the whole structure of government changes, most o f t h e


rules of jitst conduct, the civil and criminal law\ will remain in force" {R&i), 1 3S). It


is difficult to think of any refortn that did not do so to some degree, and thus it is


diffictilt to imagine a circumstance in which an allegation ofconstruetÍ\Ístii cannot be


"refuted" by pointing out that some existing social in.stitutions ha\-e been


ineorporated into the constructed reform proposal in question.


To reiterate the point simply, defining an action as rationalist cotistrttcti\*isni or


as an element in the spontaneous order depends entirely oti the obser\er's fratiie of
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reference. Social change is constructivist in the short run and spontaneous in the long


rim. If the obser\er draws the circle narrowly around a single transaction, a single


reform proposal, a single firm, a single state, or a single nation, then the action may


appear as rationalist constructivism. But if he steps back and views that transaction,


proposal, firm, state, or nation in the context of the enormous multitude of interac-


tions between individuals and firms, any action—including even extremely radical,


state-mandated reforms with long-lasting effects—can appear to be an element in the


spontaneous order. In this way, the distinction appears to parallel (appropriately


enough) the distinction bet\\een microe\'olution and macroe\'olution in biolog\'.


Although that distinction may be u.sefu! in some contexts, it is not a distinction in


principle: «//evolution is microevolution that becomes macroevolution when viewed


over the course of aeons (Dawkins 2004, 601-51. There is much wisdom in the


saying that "all politics is local."


Making this distinction is not a hypothetical exercise. Consider the Shaker com-


munities of the nineteenth century. The Shakers believed in the complete abolition of


privacy, and they accordingly had no pri\ate property', no private conversations, and


no families.' Their lives were governed with a rigor that in some ways exceeded even


that of twentieth-centur)' totalitarian dictatorships: Shakers were told how to fold


their hands (right hand on the outside) and how to walk up stairs (right foot first).


Some communities employed elders to spy on communicants to ensure that they


followed the rules. A more extreme example of constructivist rationalism probably


cannot be found in American history. Yet the Shakers were only one among a great


many religious communal movements of the era that were experimenting with new-


social institutions. In Tfje Constitution of Liberty, Hayek observes that the open society


will allow and e\en encourage such experimentation as a means of discovering the best


social institutions: "It Ihe existence of individuals and grotips simultaneously observ-


ing partially different rules provides the t)pportunity for the selection of more ef>cctive


ones" (C/,, 63). Seen from afar, in the whole context of nineteenth-century religious


history, alongside the Oneida Community, the Mormons, New Harmony, and other


groups, the Shaker movement w as simply one instance in the w ide-ranging process of


.spontaneous social evolution. Thus, the distinction between spontaneous order and


rationalist constructivism depends on how one defines the frame of reference.


Randy E. Barnett (2005) employs Ha\'ek's observations regarding spontaneous


(irder to criticize the Restatements, a series of legal encyclopedias that endea\or to lay


out the principles of common law as derived from cases. Barnett criticizes the Resta-


tements m Hayekian terms for r>vo reasoÊis. First, "once promulgated, a Restatement


tends to freeze that common law e\'olution in amber at the moment of its creation."


Second, "Ithej Restatements à^ we all know are more than mere restatements. But


3. At least in rhcory. Hxcavatinns of Shaker comiiuinitic.'; h.ne re\f.»led evidedcf th.u many .Shakers
maiugcd tn keep private propcrt}' and pniliably had black markets ¡or .ilcoliol, cosmetics, and other
proscribed iienis ¡Starbuck 1999).
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whatever 'reforms' [they] may include are themseK'es also frozen in time." These


critiques, however, fail for the same reason that criticism of the architect in my first


example fails: at some point, he must pour the concrete for the sidewalks, and at that


time, whenever it comes, he may be accused of obstructing the process of dynamic


social evolution. Likewise, the Restatement authors may be accused of doing the


same by writing down, restating, the content of common-law principles, no matter


how faithful they are to the law's actual content. The same is true of any judge who


sifts through the cases to distill a rule of law as part of an opinion. Roth judges and


the Restatemcîit authors may be criticized for obstructing the e\'olution t)f common-


law doctrines whenever they say "the cases say that the rule is .v," and yet it is


impossible for them fiot to take this step. Moreover, later judges are free to alter,


distinguish, or reeharacterize the content of a common-law principle, and once they


do so, legal historians will regard the prior law; no matter how consciously planned it


was at the time, as merely one element in the spontaneous order.


In short, any act by a person or firm in .society may be characterized as "ratio-


nalist constructivism," in particular actions aimed at reforming an institution by


making it more compatible with a preconceived criterion, such as justice. Yet at the


same time that action may be characterized as one of the manifold experiments going


on in the spontaneous order, from which people learn in time fbr the next round of


experiments. The critique of an alteration of the social order is best aimed at the


merits ofthat specific action, not at planning per se, because we expect and need to


pian in most areas of life. If freedom is a discovery process, the discoveries must be


implemented at some point; a time must come when spontaneity solidifies (however


temporarily) into order.


The Problem of Spontaneously Generated Injustiee


In at lea.st two ways, Hayek's inabilit)' to distinguish in principle between spontane-
<ïus order and constructivist rationalism seriously hampers his ability to deal with the
ways in which a social order may be reformed. Not only does he reach no satisfying
conclusion with regard to the proper mechanism for reforming unjust institutions,
but he provides no account of how people are to recognize institutions as unjust in
the first place.


For Hayek, social orders persist when they succeed, but their success does not rest
wholly on their truth, goodness, or beauty. One critic describes Hayek as believing that
"[w]hat is 'good' or 'bad' is . . . a question of what proves to be effective in terms of
survival" (Ogus 1989, 404). This claim is not entirely fair because although Hayek does
make this claim {R&<X99)—as well as the claim that people "have . . . no choice but to
submit to rules whose rationale we often do not know, and doing so whether or not we
can see that anything important depends upon their being obser\'ed in the particular
instance" (CL, 66-67)—he recognizes elsewhere that social institutions may e\olve and
perpetuate themselves fbr reasons unrelated to their utility, equalit), or justice.


\'(>!.L'iMh 14,NU.MBER 1,
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Moreowr, he recognizes that sometimes a "necessit\'" arises for "radical changes of


particular rules" and even that "(tcca.sions [may arise] when it is recognized that some


hereto accepted rules are unjust in the light of more general principles of justice." These


occasions, he w rites, "may w ell require the revision not only of single rules but of whole


sections of the established system of case law" (KcK^, 89). Hayek therefore does not


explicit!)' embrace the Panglossian positi\ ism that defines the "good" as u hate\er rules


perpetuate a social order and that therefore concludes that all is just in this most just of


all possible worlds (see, for example, CT. 67). Yet his explanation of how reforms are to


be undertaken remains unsatisKing.


One example of a longstanding, emergent, unjust social institution is slavery.


This institution was never created by a constructed plan, but rather evolved—indeed,


it is one of the oldest and most persistent of all human institutions—and its elimina-


tion, in the United States at least, was extremely disruptive, even aside from the Civil


War. But how does a reformer tectjgnize an institution as being unjust i)r recognize a


"necessity" for "radical change": And how should the reformer eliminate such


institutions?


Recognizing Injustice


How can the citizen in a spontaneous order recognize an undesirable social institu-


tion: Hayek acknowledges that the common law may develop rules that "could not


meet the more general requirements of justice" {R&<), S9), but his writing on the


question of justice is riddled with incon.sistency. Periiaps nothing illustrates this


confusion better than the contrast between his claim in \olumc 2 oí Lan\ Legisla-


tion, and Liberty' that "[s]ince only situations which ha\e been created by human


w ill can be called JLtst or unjust, the particulars of a spontaneous order cannot be


just or unjust" (A/.S/, 33) and his recognition in volume 1 ot the "necessity-" for


"radical changes" in the law when "some past development . . . produce]s| conse-


quenees Inter recognized as uujmt" (R&iJ, 89, emphasis added )."̂  This inconsisten-


cy is traceable to his antirationalism (Petsoulas 2 0 0 1 , 191).'^ Hayek opposes the


renovation of social institutions on the basis of exogenous principles—that is, the


abstractions of contemplative reason—and even defends obedience to rules that arc


"based merely on tradition" and "[can¡not be fully justified on rational grounds"


(R&<X 10). Indeed, he argues at length in favor of "submission to undesigned


4 . See also CL, 6Í<: " | a moral principle s h o u l d | he accepted as a value in itself, as.» principle tliat m u s t h e
respected withom ¡mr askin^a n^hether the ciiusccfueneei in t h e parrieuLir instance «ili he heneticial . . . as a
creed or p r e s u m p t i o n so s t r o n g that tio cousideratiims of expediency cm he allowed tii limit i t " {emphasis
a d d e d ) .


5. H a y e k ' s .uiiiraiiiULilisni is iitu .is f \ t r c n i e .is ili.ir o t , say, l o h n t!. ( j l h o i n i or his i n u d e n i e p i g o n e
RiLssL-ll Kirk. m¿ in his fjiiious essay " W h y I .Am N o t a ( ; ( ) n , s e r \ a t i \ c " it is balanced hy an a c u t e assessment
ot s o m e ot t h e p r o h i e m s with antir.it!onalisin (CL, 4 0 4 - 5 1 . Yet t h e tinal \ c r d i c i niiisi he i h j t H a y e k ' s
.lntiraiionaliMii « a s siroiig Ciioiigh, in i h c e n d , t o direct liis t h o u g h t c o u a r d liistoncism. I d o n o t have
space here t o d é t e n d this c o i i n t e r i n t u i r i v e thesis at l e n g t h , h u t later in this essay I explain it hrieily.
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rules and ctinventions whose significance and importance we largely do not under-


stand [and] reverence for the traditional" (CL, 63). Yet at the satnc time he argues


that individuals, including state actors, ought tí) "endeavxtur to make society good


in the sense that we shall like to live in it" [R&O, S3} and that legislation is


necessary to "correct" a spontaneous order that has developed in "very undesirable


directions" (R&O, SS-89).
Recognizing an institution as unjust requires one to compare it to some base-


line., some principle of justice by which deviations can be evaluated. Hayek refers to


"justice" as defming this baseline., yet this statement seems an invitation to construc-


tivism. As ('hanclran Kukathas observes, Hayek believed that reason "can identify


inconsistencies among rules within a situation (or tradition tif behavior) but cannot


stand outside the evolutionary process to evaluate different states of affairs that


rational action might lead t o " (1989, 197).


Hayek never explains where the citizen or the judge will obtain the understand-


ing of the "•mt>rc general requirements of justice" or the "general principles of


justice" to which he refers. Philosophers in the "social contract" tradition have


usually argued that social institutions may be evaluated in the light of exogenous,


objective standai'ds of natural justice accessible by rea.son, but Hayek's aniirationalism


bars him from giving this answer (Kukathas 1989, 199). Yet if the baseline is an


endogent)us, socially relative one, fluctuating with society's evolving mores, then it


will be impossible to recognize an institution as unjust; no objective standards will


allow the citizen to measure deviations. Hayek is therefore frequently left with the


apparent self-contradiction of, on the one hand, arguing that "our morals are not a


proditct but a presupposition of reason" (C'A, 63) and inveighing against those who


would "construct [social] rules by deduction from explicit premises" (R&O, 21),


but, on the other hand, dealing with the problem of reform in terms that would


plea.se the niijst radical constructivist: we recognize evolved social institutions as


unjust, he writes, by comparing them with "an ideal picture of a societv' which may


not be wht>!ly achievable, or a guiding conception of the overall order to be aimed


at," a picture that is "not only the indispensable preconciition of auy rational policy,


but also the chief contribution that science can make to the solution of the problems


of practical policy" {R&O, 65; see also Hasnas 2005, 97). This ideal picture will be


drawn from abstract conceptions of justice—conceptions that often "must . . . be


dogmatic and make no concessions to expediency" {R&O, 61 ). What French revolu-


tionary v\ould have disagreed?


In his effort to articulate endogenous principles by which a judge might


recognize a social institution as needing reform, Hayek offers two other candi-


dates. First, the judge might recognize that the institution is the product of .\n


inequality in the procedures by which the institution has evolved. This inequality


might have led to the formation of rules that "could not meet the general


principles of justice" {R&O, 89). Hayek presumably has in mind the legal insti-


tutions of segregation, which resulted from racial inequalities in the United


14, NL'.Mlît.R I, .SUMMHR 2009
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States. But, again, without a standard of proper eqtiality, it will not be possible


to detertnine v\hether the perceived inequality' is worth fixing or not. Inequalities


cannot be percei\'ed as unjust or even as unequal withotit reference to some


exogenous standard. In the case of .segregation, the standard b\' which the insti-


tution's jttstice or injustice was measured was the (presumably "rationalistie")


conception of equalit\' entinciated in the Declaratioti (if Independence. But other


kinds of differetitial treatment of classes—such as the rule that infant children are


not allowed to vote—do not offend us because they do not contradict such a


principle, and thus the classes are treated equally in the relevant sense. A racist,


however, regaids laws barring racial minorities from voting as equal in the rele-


vant sense because he regards members of the minority as ineapable of voting., as


children are. Only by reference to a prisiciple of abstract reason—fbr example, all


adult citizens should be allowed to vote—can we assess this argtnuent. If reason


"[cati]not stand outside the evolutionary process to evaluate different states of


affairs" (Kukathas 1989, 197), then it cannot detect inequalities atiy more than it


can detect injustice. Because ttaditional \'iews of just and unjust, equal and


unequal, are created by historical experience {PO, 166), judges who confme their


deliberations to the inner content of the spontaneous tirder simply cannot detect


an inequality when they look at it.


Hayek's second principle for how a judge might di.seo\er that ati itistitution


needs reform relates to internal ineonsisteney: the jtidge's role is to render


social institutions logically consistent, to "bring consistene\' into a system of


rtiles inherited by each generation" {MSJ, 40). But this principle also fails. Eirst, like


justiee and equalitv', consistency is not a \alue ititrinsic to htunatis or social institutions,


but a desiderauim of abstract rea.son. It is not necessarily "a common ideal shared atid


tmquestioningly accepted by the majorit)" [Cl^ 206). It is easy to imagine societies in


which iticonsistencies in the law or social mores are not seen as objectionable.


Moreover, eonsistency, like equality, is a notoriously imprecise variable. It is easy


for a judge to find, among the infinite number of variables that differ in atiy two


cases, some plausible reasoti for distinguishing one from the other, especially if the


judge must confitie his reasons to those with a plausible historical pedigree. Itideed, it


may be easier for an unjust social institution to satisi)' the eonsistency criterion than


the eqtiality eritetion;' judges in slave states frequently responded to the apparent


iticonsisteney of treating slaves as both property and persons by declaring that slaves


were sui generis, which formally eliminates the logical inccinsistency, or by treating


6. .'Mthoiigh, ot course, the romantic tradition ot'radical collecitvisni adwiiiccs precisely ilii- s.unc argu-
ment. Siich revolutionaries do nor claim tliat truly free and equal exchanges are uniiist; they contend
(coriectlvl th.\i the present disu-ibution of property is biased a.s the result oK a history riddled with
inequality and injustice.


7. As Anthony de Jasay concludes, 'iegislating for jjencrality seems to W about as etftctiw, .lnd as
!;, a,s legislating for the common good" [2002, IS4I-
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slaves even more like property than previously so as to render the system more


consistent and more horrible {Tushnet 2003, 63-64).


Finally, if internal coherence alone suffices as a gtiiding principle for institutional


reform, this sufficiency strongly suggests a positivist \ iew that justice is nothing more


than the internal coherence of a legal and social system, regardless of whether the


system as a whole suits the needs and nature of the human beings in it—a position


strikingly similar to Hayek's evolutionary conception of social rules as succeeding


thrt)ugh competition (CL, 63). Although, unlike Ludwig von Mises, Hayek never


goes so iar as to declare that "[ejverything that serves to preserve the social order is


moral; everything that is detrimental to it is immoral" (Mises | 1962 | 1996, 34), the


proposition that reformers must confine themseh'es to "immanent criticism" and


"piecemeal tinkering" tt) ensure only that the legal framework is internally consistent


does suggest such a conclusion. This inference is reinforced by Hayek's ultimate


abandtinment—despite some conflicting language elsewhere^—tjf the principle of an


individual's inherent right to exist. Instead, he concludes that individual freedom is


only a privilege created by societ\' to ser\e its own needs: "Coercion thus is bad


because it prevents a person from . . . making the greatest contribution that he is


capable of tii the community" (CL, 134).


Ha\ing confined himself to endogenous or itiimanent principles as the sole


guideposts for ex'aluating societal institutions, Hayek is trapped in a \aricty of relativ-


ism that necessarily leads to collectivism: if society is the source of all moral and


political rules, then no principle outside of a society's historical tradition can serve as


a yardstick to judge a society's treatment of the individual. If a particular citizen or


judge's reform efforts arc confined to "ininianent" criticism of institutions based on


generally accepted propositions whose truth value is solely the product tif their evolu-


tionary success (or on principles logically inherent in those propositions), then we are


ironically left with precisely the sort of bistoricism that Hayek elsewhere condemns


([19521 1979, 1 I 1-139). As Linda Raecier observes, "Hayek's . . . passionate evoca-


tion of the transcendent significance tif the person is starkly incongruous with his


naturalistic-evolutionary justification of liberal values and principles. . . . Hayek . . .


and Hurke . . . seem to have subscribed to laj sort of 'value centered bistoricism'"


(1997, fn. 55). Given Hayek's critique of historicism—and the tact tbat he published


Karl Popper's bt)ok Tlje Poverty ofHistorieism {Ebenstein 2003, 256)—it seems ironic


to pin this label on him.''' Yet Hayek shares with HegePs heirs the view that "the


8. Popper anticipated this charge when he .ickmtwk'dged that his own view of reason "may be said to
resemble slightly thai: of Hegel and ihc Hegeli.ms, ub<i consider reason as a social product and indeed as a
kind of department of the soul or the spirit uf society (tor example, of the nation, or the class) and wlio
emphasize, iindtT the influence of liiirkc, our indebtedness to our social heritage, and oitr nearly complete
dependence on it. . . . B u t . . . Hegel and the Hegelians are collet.tivists. They argue thai, sinee we owe our
reason to 'society'-—or to a certain society such as a nation—'society'' is everything .md the iin.Íividu.il
nothing; or that vvhatc\er vdiie the individual possesses Is derived from the collective, the re.il c-irrier of .ill
values. As opposed to this, the position presented here does not assume the existence t)t'collectives; if I s.iv,
for example, that we owe our rea.son to 'society,' then 1 always mean that we owe it to certain concrete
individuals-—though perhaps to .i considerable nuEiiber of anonymous itidividuals—ind to our intfilcctu.il
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gravest deficiency of the older prophets was their belief that the intuitively perceived


ethical values . . . were immutable and eternal" and that the cultural selection process


operating on social tradition "creates reason" (PO, 166). Either the values that guide


the refbrmer are universal, objective values logically implied by the "invariable fea-


tures" (Hayek [1952] 1979, 134) of human nature—th.it is, natural law principles


that allow the relormer to say "such-and-such evoK'ed social institution is unjust


regardless of its historical pedigree"—or these values are conventional, evolving


through the social consensus that constitutes them as values. In the former case, a


reformer is bound to use reason to discover these values and embed them in conduct


(rational constructivism). In the latter case, the refbrmer is btnind by the dictates


of History realizing itself through the people's will.'* When Hayek writes that the


"I m [ind is . . . the result of man having developed in societ\' and having acquired those


habits and practices that increased the chances <.)f persistence of the group in which


he is" {R&C), 17) and that the mind is "embedded in a traditional impersonal structure


of learnt rules" ( PO, 157), one is reminded of nothing so much as Marx's claim that


man's consciousness is the product of his material circumstances (Tucker 1978, 4).


Reforming Injustice


Hayek's most sustained examination of the process of social reform in a spontaneous


order comes in chapter S of the first volume of Ijiw, Legislation, and Liberty, where he


describes the judge's role. This topic is especially important because the common-law


judge ought to have even greater respect than the legislator for the gradual, emergent


nature of the social order. Yet Hayek recognizes that judges ought to accomplish just


inrcrcotirsc with tbeni, Therefore, In spciking of ,i "MK-ÍJI" theory ofrc.isnn (or oi'scicmitic mctlind), 1 mean
more precisely th.u the theory is .m ÍTUer-pers(tn.il one, ,ind never th.u it is i (.•nllectivist theory. CIcrtainly we
awe n great de.ii ro tradition, .ind tradition is very importjiit, but ihe term 'tradition' JISH 1U_S to Ix- analysed
inrn concrete perse mal relations, .^iid if we do this, then wo can get rid of that attitude wliicli consiifcrs every
tradition as sacrusanct, or as Viiiuahle in itscll, replacing this by An attitude which ain.siders traditions as
valuable (ir pernicious, as the case may be, according to their inthience upon individuals. We tlms may
rciili/c that fach ni us (by vvLiyofcxample and criticism 1 may ctnUriLnite to the growth <ir the suppression nf
such traditions" (1966, 22S-26]. Riil this position seems like familiar raii<)nalisni witb its individualistic and
redtrctiunistii; conception nf the social contract. Popper's acknow ledgment that tradition must be "analysed
iiiti» concrete personal | that is, individual ] relatii)ns" reflects an understanding that if individual porsonül
itie.s really are "socially constituted/' then tlieir individual eonsiiniisness—their \ery status as individuals,
both to thenisfives and lo ntliers—Mdtild also be a sncial artifact, and thus to appeal tn their inJividiuility
would beg tbe question. One cannot separate out tbeir individu.iiity from ibeir nther qualities if ibey really
are the creatures ot social and liistitrical^tiiat is, ciillective^^ontexts and llien argue tbai notuiihstunding
the (act that their consciousness is tbe creature of a collective, ne\eitheless tliey are individuáis in sonic
"deeper" sense. The very existence of such a "deeper" sense—the ability to analyze tiilkctive relations into
concrcic iiKli\idtMl relations—contradicis the pretnise,


y. Ot course, Hayek parts company witb Hegel over (he Litter's \ie\\ that History rf\eals tbe Spiril of the
Peuple throtigli a process governed by laws tbat huin.ins c.\n appreliend here aiiJ nnw. But ho dnes not
deny the proeess Hegel posits, only tbat a person cm grasp tbese laws in their cnmplcxity. Yet e\en here the
ditk-rcncL" may not be sn clean cut. Wiiar Pierre Hassncr says nf Hegel's views is strikingly reminiscetit of
Hayek's: "The political constittition of a people is a restitt of its spirit [mimh; thus it is dangerous to
impose on a penpic a cnnstiuilinn constructed a priori. Political fnrnis can only be spoken nf bistoHcally;
rhcy can bo judged only in relation to the extent of consciousness n't freedom " i t h wbicb they arc
as.snciated" ( 1963, 633 ).
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I'csults in some cases by changing the way rules work., at times e\'en by declaring


laws unconstitutional. Judges should undertake "deliberate efforts" to "impro\e


the existing system by laying down new rules," but these new rules are not so


much utterly new as "unarticulated" principles already inherent in the social


structure. The jucige may also "modift'" the law by articulating principles that "when


articulated, ¡arel likely to receive general assent." The judge therefore should


engage in "'piecemeal tinkering, or ""immanent criticism/ to make the whole more


consistent both internally as well as with the facts to which the rules are applied"


{RC-O, 100, 118).


Here we return to the framc-of-reference problem: tinkering is "piecemeal"


only if seen from afar. ()bser\ed close at hand, such tinkering takes up the entiret>'


of a legal opinion and may radically change a community's social structure. Was the


U.S. Supreme C'ourt's decision in Lawrence v. Te.xas {S39 U.S. 558 [2003]), invali-


dating a Texas law against private homosexual acts between consenting adults, a


radical, constructi\Íst alteration of the law, or was it piecemeal tinkering? Moral


condemnation of homosexuality is certainly an ancient, evoked custom, a tradition


whose purpose many cannot justify or understand and around which social institu-


tions ha\e grown spontaneously. This condemnation is what Ha\ek elsewhere calls


"part of a moral tradition of the community, a common ideal shared and unquestion*


ingly accepted by the majority" (CX, 206). Simply to declare unconstitutional many


states' laws that are based on this common belief and to do so in the name t>f a


rationalistic conception of individual libert)' are good reasons from a Hayekian per-


spective to condemn the decision as a radical alteration of the social order, and,


indeed, conser\atives ha\e repeatedly employed Hayekian grounds for criticizing


courts that have ruled in favt)r of gay rights (see, for example, Goldberg 2004). Yet


at the same time many, if not most, Americans regarded the law at issue in Lawrence


to be (in the words of one of the dis.senting justices) "uncommonly silly," and such


law s seem to have been seldom enforced. Moreover, such laws clearly conflicted with


the C'onstitution's protections of individual liberty. The justices who declared the


Texas antisodomy law unconstitutitmal could argue convincingly that they were only


articulating pre\'ious!y unarticulated but logically inherent principles of American law


in terms that, iu fact, ha\e received general assent, thus acting well within the


spontaneous process by w hich social mores evohe. It is not surprising., therefore, that


others ha\e used Hayekian grounds to praise the advent of ga\ marriage (Rauch


2004, 160-75).'"


Evolution, of course, is not a thing, but a process, or rather an aggregation of


processes undertaken by the particular entities that do the evolving. It consists of the


nonrandom selectiijn of traits that change for reasons that in the aggregate can be


deseribed as evolution, but in each individual instance are not ciictated or constituted


/;vevolution. Evolution Is an excellent way to picture the dynamic natural world, but


10. Lawrenee, ot"course, was not about marriage, but ih.it difTerciicc dues imt .iffect my
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it cannot instruct any particular lit)n to eat or not eat any particular antelope: if the


lion does eat the antelope, that action will be one step in the process of evolution, but


the same will be true if he does not eat it. "Respecting evolution" therefore cannot


serve as a normative guide.


To use a different analog}', a random genetic mutation may give a bacterium a


reproductive advantage, but that uiiuation is a random one, and its success or failure


depends not on "the principle of evolution," but on its ov\'n reproductive fitness.


Moreover, at any moment, a population of bacteria will contain some with radical


mutations far outside the norm for that population. Most of these bacteria die off, of


course; viewed in the aggregate, all of these outliers, both successful and unsuccess-


ful, will be rightly described as falling within the overall process of evolution, no


matter how extreme. The same is true of common-law evolution. Theodore


Burczak is wrong to claim that Hayek "does not recognize that common law judges


may also act according to their subjective, theory-laden perceptions of just out-


comes" (2006, 7S); in fact, Hayek explicitly contemplates judges doing so. But if a


judge makes a radical or extreme pronouncement to which voters respond with


outrage, both that outlying "mutation" atid the reaction against it can ultimately be


described as part of the overall process of evolution. Both the judge and the outraged


public may plausibly claim to be acting on Hayek's advice about the benefits of


spontaneous order.


Thus, what Amy Wax writes about Burke and Michael Oakeshott is equally


applicable to Hayek: the "particularism" of his views of social change "would appear


to offer little hope of developing an all-purpose heuristic for assessing specilic


reforms." Such "general precepts . . . as giving the status quo the benefit of the


doubt aiid eschewing rationalism do not get us very far in resolving particular ques-


tions." The principle of spontaneous order simply does not provide "a clear roadmap


for reform . . . [or] a checklist of specific criteria for classifying changes as good or


bad" (2005, 1075, 1089; see also Schwarzchild 2005, 1118).


.^n inherent conflict therefore exists between Hayek's vision of the judge as


a reformer—piecemeal or not—and his view that social institutions should evo-


lve spontaneously without employing rationalized abstractions about justice." By


"plac[ing] judges' conscious effort to make rules at the heart of the development tif


the law tif liberty," writes John Hasnas, Hayek


injects an intentional element into w hat he otherw ise claims to be a process


of spontaneous legal evohnion. But intentional action is purposeful action;


I I . It may be that Hayek's error here ties in the Ix-lict, expressed clscwlicrc in his work (tor cx.implc, MS/.
87), chat one can act "outside the market" or take J perspective outside oí'ihe economic order (| 14441
2007, 71). U'sueh a position were po.ssihie, it might nuke sense tt» use "respect tor spontaneous order'" as
a normative guiiie, like when a naiure photographer refuses to rescue a wild animal in disircss. Uni the
markets or the s(n.ial order as .l whole oii\iously cannot be looked upon that way because e\'ery human
choice—whether to inter\ene or not—is automarically part of the order, and other people will base their
ehüiees on it, building up a self referential spontaneous order around that choice as well.
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a jttdge eantiot make a rule without sotne conception (»f the purpose the


rule is to serve. And because Hayek is supposed to be describing a sponta-


neous process, there is tio higher humati authority to assign the judge the


normative value he or she should seek to advance in creatitig the rule.


Therefore, to make a rule, a judge is necessarily required to make a nortna-


tive choice. He or she must personally decide w hat normative end the rttle


should advance. (2005, 103)


Hayek, in his efforts to free hitnself from this trap, simply falls again into the


problem that constructivism lies in the eye o f t h e beholder. He writes that "law as


we know it could tiever have fully developed withotit sneh [eonstructi\ist] efforts


of judges, or even the occasional intervention of a legislator to extricate it from


the deatl ends into whieh the gradual evolutioti may lead it . . . [y]et it remaitis


still true that the systetn of rules as a whole does not ov\e its structure to the


design of either judges or legislators" {R&O, 100, emphasis added). If even


radical alterations in existing law qualil^' as part of the spiotitaneotts order becatise


the system "as a whole" is the prodnct of social evolutioti, then it is difficult to


imagine an alteration of rules that will not be exonerated of the charge of


et)nstructivism. As Kukathas concludes, "if 'reason' must be viewed as merely an


aspect of the development of social order" in Hayek's systetn, "not otih' does it


become impossible to distinguish spontaneous processes from constructed organi-


zations, but the \ery idea of criticistn atid social refortn becomes illusory" (1989,


104).


In 77íí- Rond to Serfdom, Hayek offers a telling analogy: "The attitude of the
liberal toward society is like that ofthe gardener who tends a plant and, in order to
ereate the condititins most favorable to its growth, must know as much as possible
about its structure and the way it fttnctions" {[1944] 2007, 71). The gardener,
howe\er, is not himself a plant; he is tiot constituted by the garden, atid his
conception of the proper form of a garden is ni)t dictated by the spontaneous
grt)w til t)f the plants he tends. Instead, the gardener stands outside of the garden
with an exogetious idea of how it ought to look, and he rationally constructs it,
prudently allowitig plants to grow in some ways and pruning back others. Putting
aside other problems with this metaphor (as noted in Block 1996, 341), it is clear
that the antirationalist conception ofa gardetier working entirely within the system,
confined by enäq/jenous rules or the inchoate principles implied by those rules, does
not v\'ork either for gardeners or for involved citizens. Internal eoherence cannot
siifftce as a guiding principle for a reform niitided judge because either it is ati
abstract, exogenous \alue, or it is deftned so broadly that, like "spontaneous
order," it cati apply to any course the judge chooses, dependitig on the observer's
perspecti\e. Hayek's judge catinot recogtiize a social institution as needing reform
and cannot refortn it when he does recognize it. Hayek cannot, as he desires,
escape the disturbitig conclusion of antirationalism in general: that \vhate\er order
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prevails should be perpetuated, regardless of objective principles of justice. His


conception of social reform is therefore illusory.


Possible Boundaries Between Spontaneous
and Constructed Orders


We bave seen that Hayek does offer a candidate for a principle that might meaning-


fully guide efforts to distinguish between constructivism and spontaneous order: the


requirement of internal consistency. This principle is attracti\e to him becatise of his


emphasis on "immanence"; Ciinsistency seems to be an organic gtiideline for reform


from within the system. In fact, howe\er, as we have obser\ed, it is still a top-down


ordering principle based on the abstract conclusion that the system ought to be


consistent in the first place—an idea not itself clearly endiigenous to any social


system.


In ''Rinds of Order in Society" (1964), Hayek seeks to clarify' the differences


between kinds (or, perhaps more precisely, different levels) ol social order. He makes


little stistained normative argument in this essay, however. Instead, he sets out two


categories of orders; organizations, in which the parts are deliberately arranged in


relation to one another with a conscious aim in mind, and orßanisms, the self-


generated spontaneous orders resulting when a group of entities react in a regular


manner to a given stimulus.


To illustrate an organism, Hayek nses the analogy of iron tilings reacting to a


magnetic field: the order is created by the fact that individual bits of iron respond in a


predictable manner to tbe presence of magnetism. He is doubtless correct bere in


describing self-ordering processes, btit this analogy and others ha\e no normative


content and notably provide no grounds for arguing against the tise of coercion to


impose an order. Coercion, as we ha\e noted, can be an ingredient in spontaneous-


ordering processes just as surely as in anything else; the "traditiiin" of bitlding one's


hands up when a robber sticks a gun in one's face is surely a regular, predictable


response., rooted in long historical experience, and forms a kind of spontaneous


order. But is it to be preferred to tbe spontaneous order that we know of as mutually


agreed economic exchange? Hayek's description cannot guide otir choices about how


to regtilate interpersonal relationships.


Moieo\er, his distinction between spontaneously ordered organisms and


deliberately createci organizations is nowhere near as clear as he suggests. As the


article priigresses, Hayek explains that these two kinds t>f orders are in fact deeply


intertwined. ¥.\en where "the conduct of individuals which prodtices the social


order is guided in part by deliberately enforced rules, the order is still a sponta-


neous order." And this condition, he continues, is the case even where tbe rules


are enforced by a deliberately created organization, such as the state. Tbe reason


tbat indi\idual conduct in such a situation can still be called a spontaneous order


is that it is not et)ordinated "according to a preconceived plan." Even where
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individual activities arc coordinated acciirding to a preconceived plan, Hayek cm


still characterize them as part of a spontaneous order simply by taking a step back


and looking at the big picture. An organization such as the Salvation Army., the


Boy Scouts, Microsoft, or General Motors is organized b)- rules enforced by the


organization and according to a deliberate plan for attaining a particular end. The


elements are consciously arranged in consideration of certain deliberate objectives.


Seen from within, therefore, these firms must be characterized as deliberately


constructed orders. Yet in "Kinds of Order" Hayek steps back and regards them


as elements in the overall, spontaneous, "polycentric" order: "free system[s| . . .


have many organizations (in particular, firms) as their elements . . . | a n d | require


an organization to enforce obedience to (and modih' and devckip) the body of


abstract rules which arc required to secure the formation of the spontaneous


overall order" (emphasis added). Thus, here, as in his later book Rules and


Order, Hayek resorts to the tactic of showing that the system "«.r a whole does


not owe its structure to fconscious] design" (R<yO 100, emphasis added). This


tactic explains why Hayek employs the term polycentric order: he is describing the


interaction of social "elements"—which can he consciously designed and deliber-


ately or e\'en tyrannically t)rganized—at such a degree of generality that any result


can be described as the spontaneous and unplanned.


Another principle might more effectively distinguish spontaneous from con-


structed orders: the presence or absence of coercion. An action might be said to


qualiH' as part of spontaneous order only if it is implemented in a noncoercive


manner, whereas if the action is undertaken coercively, particularly by the state, it


qualifies as constructivism. The Shakers who choose to sit and walk a certain way or


the corporate director who offers a health care plan to employees are therefore acting


within the spontaneous order, whereas a lawmaker v\ho imposes a government-


run health care plan on a society without regard to the participants' con.sent is a


constructivist.


This answer, however, raises tvxo problems. First, as we have seen, Hayek's


conception of spciiitaneous order is fundaiiientally neutral v\ith regard to the pres-


ence or absence of coercion. Social institutions and habits grow up around coercive


institutions all the time. The businesses that sell refreshments to people standing in


line at the post office on April 15 and the market for accounting firms that help


people finish their taxes al the last minute are spontanctius orders, even though they


have sprung from the coercive institution of income taxation. Even the "tradition" of


holding up one's hands when a robber sticks a gun in one's tace is an undesigned,


cvoKcd social tradition. In "Kinds of Order in Society," Hayek explicitiv' contem-


plates a "spontaneous" order that results from people's reactions to coercive rules


they are "made to obey."


Second, Hayek is barred from appealing to the coercion criterion if he is going


to remain within the immanent criteria for social reform. Adopting and consistently


implementing the principle of noncoercion would require a radical alteration of
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existing "grown" social orders—the very "/;Í/¿Í7,( of reason" {R&O., 33). Of course,


Hayek did not shy away from condemning the use of state coercion, which he


emphatically opposed. Nevertheless, in his work he seems not t<ï recognize that his


opposition to coercion is itself a moral principle deri\ed by reason from the nature of


man (Rasniussen and Den Uyl 2005); he seems to regard it as the absence of a


rational moral Ciinxiction—-\ habit arising from skeptical restraint rather than a logi-


cally defensible belief in a noncoercive society. The importance of freedom, he writes,


"rests mainly on the fact that the development of custom and morals is an experi-


mental process" [MS], 57). Thus, Hayek seeks to characterize his opposition to


coercion as an immanent value, arising from respect for spontaneous order itself.


But this position would mean th.u in\'oking the absence of coercion as a principle


for demarcating the boiuidary between spontaneous order and constructed order


would beg the questiijn. If one believes in eliminating coercion out of respect for


societ\''s "experimental process" [MS], 57), then one has no basis for eliminating


coercion in a society that decides to experiment with the use of coercion.


Hayek cannot commit to noncoercion (ni the basis of principles arising outside


the system of inherited rules—natural law, for instance—without appearing to em-


brace constructivism. In addition, doing so would shift the focus of the argument


away from the sptintaneity and efficiency t)f the organic .social order and toward more


familiar arguments about the justice or injustice of coercion itself. Although Hayek


refers in one place tt) "the rule that nobody is to coerce t)thers in order to secure for


himself . . . a particular income" {MSJ, 95), he does not explain where this alleged


rule comes from. It is certainly not to be found in most social traditions., which are


replete with examples of the opposite, from sla\ery to the welfare state. This rule is


not immanent or endogenous; it is an abstract, not to say re\()lutio[iary, principle ot


political philosophy derived from Enlightenment rationalism.


Viktor Vanberg rightly observes that in general Hayek's criterion for the "nor-


mative standard" of "constructive reform" appears to be "the notion that institutions


are beneficial if, and to the extent that, they benefit the persons living with them"


(1994, 187). The problem, however, is not that Hayek is "'not totally unambiguous


on this matter" (187). Rather, it is that this criterion, like "justice," is a conception of


the good—an exogenous philosophical premise on w hich a political actor relies when


12. Barnetr, by contrast, dtKs employ a distinction hased on coercion \\ hen he di.slinguishes "cc
and "deccntrjlizcd" ordering. (!enirjli/ed ordcrint; is liirrned hy "delepatm^ t(i some suKsft lú persons or
associ.ition.s iti a society the .\iitiiority to regul.iie the conduct of otherlsj" (1998, 4S). This principled
distinction enables him to discuss more precisely the relationships between the two kinds of orders lie
envisions (S7-61). "C'entralized ordering"—what 1 h j \ e called "pouring the cement"—is, BarnetT
acknowledges, "ahsokitely vital to implementing the personal and local knowledge of individuals and
associations" 157). The interactions Lietweeii thcie two types ol"ordering allow tor the implementation of
spontaneously generated ideas, followed hy the next round ot spontaneous or decentralized clahoration
and development. This argument i.s avail.ible lo liarncit only because he is not. a res».>lutc oppoiieni of
"raiionalism" ,ind because he incorporates a healthy .»mount ot""ahstr,ict theory" ( 109) into his work. This
approach, in turn, is owing t<.) his recognition that "|a]hsiract natural rights and rule ot" lau principies
exclude wrong answers rather than definitively establish right ones" (I 10), a proposition th.it seems to
have eluded Hayek [RúH), 21).
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wt>rking within the political world—and not merely asi inherited tradition. Hayek's


struggle to push away from rationalism bars him from appealing to these normative


criteria and from explicitly embracing i)r convincingly explaining justice or any other


objective standard of political value such as the criterion Vanbcrg infers from Hayek's


writings.


Conclusion


Hayek's observations on the nature of social evolution and spontaneous order are


insightful and profotind when used as a descriptive scheme for understanding how-


social institutions grow aud change, but they do not convert cffectiveh' into


normative guides. A wise lawmaker or judge seeking to follow Hayekian prescrip-


tions is left with a vague and contradictory set of precepts. On one hand, it is


unwise to alter long-standing social institutions by implementing rational ab.strac-


tions of justice, but, on the other, it is necessary to do st) because not all social


orders that have spontaneously evolved are just ones. II' the lawmaker or judge


acts to alter a social institution, that action may be condemned as rationalistic


constructivism when viewed at close range, but will appear as one experiment


uiiciertaken in the whole process of spontaneous order v\'hen viewed as part of


the bustling dynamism of societ\' as a whole. Spontaneous order is therefore in


the eye of the beholder.


This problem is closely related to one in Hayek's critique of rationalism. This


critique requires him to shy away from the conscious implementation of abstract


principles of justice derived from reason. Yet without these principles no one can


undertake meaningful "piecemeal tinkering" with the social sv-steni. [udges may seek


to improve the legal order's internal consistency—a.ssumiiig consistency can be justi-


fied as an "immanent" norm—but this action has no necessary connection with


making the society more just or ef^cient. Although the presence or absence of


coercion might help us to distinguish between laudable respect for spontaneous


order and imprudent constructivist rationalism, Hayek does not offer this criterion


because it, tcio, would appeal to abstract, rationally derived principles as a guide for


political conduct and thereby undermine Ins critique of rationalism.


In the end, Hayek's advice to the reformer boils down to "[m]ove ahead, but be


careful" (Rauch 2004, 171). This advice may be wise counsel, but it is noticeably


lacking in content. Hayek's t)bservations offer a helpful descriptive model for under-


standing social and legal change, but his conceptual distinctit)ns cannot be translated


into a prescription for how a legislator or judge ought to act.
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